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Meet our new products



Welcome to  
August at IKEA
With autumn around the corner, it’s a chance to make a fresh 
start. It’s an opportunity to organise the home and make smart-
er use of a small space, choosing pieces with care and letting 
them work to the max. It’s also a time to invest in a good night’s 
sleep so you can wake up fresh. 

The new products this month are here to support. We’re launch-
ing a range of beds, from an upholstered bed with immense 
comfort to space-saving solutions which combine sleep with 
storage. There’s also a new bunk and loft bed for the kid’s room, 
while the living room welcomes a sofa-bed and recliner. Add 
some vitality with our new bold quilt covers and home textiles. 
This launch plays with expressive patterns, complementing col-
ours and contrasting materials. 

Other highlights include an upholstered dining chair, dinnerware 
made of plant-based plastic, a play kitchen for kids, a children’s 
cook book and new sustainable meals in our restaurants. All in 
all, autumn looks bright! 

PH161722

PH161728

PH157848

PH157897
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PH157890 PIPSTÄKRA quilt cover and pillowcase 14.95 Quilt cover W140×L200cm. Pillowcase L60×W70cm. Multicolour 604.389.46

PIPSTÄKRA quilt cover

Dream away in the stunning PIPSTÄKRA quilt cover. It has a 
beautiful pattern like watercolours blending, printed on 100% 
sustainably grown cotton. The backside of the quilt cover has a 
solid turquoise colour giving even more variation. It makes an 
easy and affordable way to update the bed and is sure to bring 
a positive vibe even to the smallest bedroom. 
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PH157889 PIPSTÄKRA quilt cover and pillowcase 14.95 Quilt cover W140×L200cm. Pillowcase L60×W70cm. Multicolour 604.389.46

Choose some beautiful colour blending 
for the bed with PIPSTÄKRA quilt cover. 
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PH161820 SLATTUM upholstered bed frame 129.- Knisa light grey 604.463.76

SLATTUM upholstered bed

This month we’re starting to offer a new type of bed designed 
with a luxury appeal and immense comfort. SLATTUM uphol-
stered bed is part of this new concept and offers great value for 
money without compromising in any way on quality. It exudes 
design with its clean lines and padded headboard. Let the bed 
be part of investing in a good night’s sleep, without leaving a 
hole in the wallet.
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PH161819 SLATTUM upholstered bed frame 129.- Knisa light grey 604.463.76

The padded headboard of SLATTUM 
upholstered bed is perfect if you want 
to lean back, read a book and relax. 
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PH161728 PLATSA bed frame with 2 doors+3 drawers 505.- 993.029.75 (handles not included)

PLATSA bed frame with storage 

When living in a small space, furniture needs to work to the 
max. PLATSA bed frame with storage is multi-functional and 
space-saving as it combines sleeping with storing. The modular-
ity of it lets you create a solution of different sizes and functions 
of open or closed storage. Frames, shelves, drawers and doors 
— the options are many. When adding frames to the bed end 
and building them high, PLATSA can even function as a room 
divider to make a sleeping space in a bigger room or shared 
place. 

It’s made in light-weight particleboard and assembled using 
wedge dowel, making it easy to disassemble and carry if it’s 
time to move. And with changing life situations, it’s possible 
to update the storage options over time and find a great new 
combination. 
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PH161726 PLATSA bed frame with 2 door+3 
drawers €0.00 993.029.75 (handles not included) 

PH161727 PLATSA bed frame with 2 door+3 drawers 505.- 993.029.75

PLATSA bed frame with storage uses the space to the 
max. Choose whether to have open shelves or draw-
ers underneath the bed.  
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PH161726 PLATSA bed frame with 2 door+3 drawers 505.- 993.029.75 (handles not included) 

Shelves or drawers, PLATSA bed frame with 
storage gives you a multitude of options on 
how to store your things. 
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PH161886 VITVAL loft bed frame with desk top 229.- 693.025.66

VITVAL bunk & loft beds

When there’s limited space in a child’s bedroom or another 
shared sleeping place, our new VITVAL bunk and loft beds 
can provide a great solution. They give the option of several 
different space-saving combinations at a price that’s hard to 
beat. For example, the bunk bed is great when you need to 
make room for two, while the loft bed can combine sleeping 
and studying thanks to the optional desk. 

When the beds were developed, we not only wanted to 
make cosy beds where children can hang out, but we also 
wanted to reduce the amount of material considerably in 
order to save on the earth’s resources — and the transport 
space. 

The product developer Anna Carme explains that they chose 
metal for the bed frame as it’s durable, stable and lasts over 
time. But how much could one reduce the amount of metal 
without losing stability and security? After careful work on 
calculations and safety tests, the solution was to replace the 
bed’s edges with textile. 

The team eventually managed to use 30% less metal com-
pared to similar beds. The fabric guard rails not only save 
on raw material, but make the beds unique-looking. Both 
fun and safe for kids, VITVAL conforms to the strictest safety 
standards. Sturdy enough even for adults, here everyone 
can get a good night’s sleep!
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PH161816 VITVAL loft bed frame with desk top 229.- 693.025.66

PH161814 VITVAL loft bed frame with desk top 229.- 693.025.66

Make use of all the space in the bedroom 
with VITVAL loft bed with an optional desk, 
making a cosy workspace under the bed.  
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PH161815 VITVAL bunk bed frame 179.- 804.112.72

Make room for two with VITVAL bunk bed. 
It’s made with a metal frame, but with fab-
ric guard rails that save on material. 
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PH161182 SPISIG play kitchen with curtains 49.95 904.171.98

SPISIG play kitchen

If SPISIG is a restaurant, puppet theatre or something else – 
well, that’s up to the imagination. What’s certain, is that this 
neat little kitchen gives endless play possibilities. The great 
advantage with SPISIG is that you can play from two directions 
– one side has a kitchen and the other has a blackboard, maybe
to write the dish of the day or the name of the puppet show. In
between there’s a window with curtains that can be drawn to-
gether at the end of the day or show.

Designed in a slightly traditional style, the play kitchen is made 
of durable and sturdy material that lasts for more than one gen-
eration of food creators, shop owners and theatre directors. 
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PH161811 SPISIG play kitchen with curtains 49.95 904.171.98

PH161813 SPISIG play kitchen with curtains 49.95 904.171.98

Just like on a real stove, the knobs on SPISIG 
play kitchen click when the hob is turned on 
and off — little details that make role play 
even more fun. 
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PH161807 DUKTIG 24-piece pizza set 9.99 Multicolour 104.235.94 PH161808 DUKTIG 6-piece roll set 7.99 Cinnamon bun 804.235.95

With 24 pieces, DUKTIG pizza set is a dream for little 
pizza chefs who can bake as many pizzas as they like 
with toppings that can be varied infinitely.  

Little bakers can treat their guests to different flavou-red 
buns with DUKTIG set of cinnamon buns that can be placed 
in the oven in the accompanying baking tray.
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PH162109 VEGGIE BURGER children’s meal (for sale in our restaurants)

VEGGIE BURGER children’s meal

In our store restaurants, we’re now introducing a new children’s 
meal with a plant-based burger and more vegetables. It’s been 
created to appeal to children’s taste buds, while being well-
balanced from a nutritional perspective.  

With the new meal we’re combining good food with good fun. 
The burger – a colorful bun, a plant-based veggie patty, lettuce 
and tomato – is served in a box, ready to be “assembled” by our 
young restaurant guests. We also introduce more vegetables to 
the plate by mixing veggie sticks with French fries. 

We want to inspire a healthy relationship with food and an envi-
ronment in our restaurants where families with children find it 
easy to enjoy a meal together. The children’s meal is offered at a 
very family-friendly price, and being plant-based, it also contrib-
utes to a more sustainable world. 
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PH162294

Apart from the plant-based burger made  
from millet, oat and vegetables, the new 
children’s meal is served with veggie sticks 
mixed with French fries — together making 
a well-balanced dish for children. 
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PH161724 PELARBOJ LED table lamp 24.95 204.015.15

PELARBOJ table lamp

Made in the playful design of a pencil, PELARBOJ table lamp 
is perfect as both a decoration and mood light. It changes 
automatically between seven different colours — white, 
red, yellow, green, turquoise, blue and pink — with the pos-
sibility to choose how the colours shift, step-by-step or fad-
ing into each other, or you can stop at one colour. Let the 
colours fill a room with magic, maybe as a party light or a 
beautiful night light. Like all our children’s lighting, the lamp 
has gone through some of the toughest safety tests in the 
world.
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PH161724 PELARBOJ LED table lamp 24.95 204.015.15

With the switch on PELARBOJ table lamp 
you can decide how the colours change 
between each other, step-by-step or fad-
ing into each other, or you can  stop at a 
favourite colour. 
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PH157868 SVALLET work lamp 4.99 703.584.87

SVALLET work lamp

This month we’re giving the tried and trusted work lamp a real 
facelift. SVALLET work lamp has a sleek design coupled with a 
slim price tag. The design includes a targeted lamp shade to 
help you focus entirely on the work at hand. Made of recycled 
plastic, the lamp has a smart construction that also gives 
savings on transport emissions, as the lamp shade fits right into 
the lamp foot so it saves transportation space.
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PH157869 SVALLET work lamp 4.99 703.584.87

With a targeted lamp shade, SVALLET  
work lamp lets you get down to business 
in a sleek design.  

SVALLET work lamp has even been awarded the Red 
Dot Design Award 2019 in the category of product 
design in one of the most respected international 
design competitions in the world.  According to the 
competition definitions, “The Red Dot is the award for 
high design quality. The international jury only awards 
this sought-after seal of quality to products that feature 
an outstanding design.” 
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PH158528 ODDLAUG sound absorbing panel 24.95/15 pack. 004.273.66

ODDLAUG sound absorbing panel

In a big, noisy city, ODDLAUG sound absorbing panel can be a 
good friend. Dampening sound in this way is a new function 
at IKEA, and our first take on the threat of sound and noise 
pollution. ODDLAUG is designed for customers living in the city, 
but with a need for a better sound environment. 

The sound panels can be hung anywhere, by a window, as a 
room divider or wall cover. They work by lowering the sound 
level in a room by disrupting noise frequencies. The panels 
absorb annoying sounds from chitter-chatter, the clattering of 
pots and pans in the kitchen or the action picture on TV. All in 
all, creating some ear-relief for open spaces in the home. 
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PH158532 ODDLAUG sound absorbing panel 24.95/15 pack. 004.273.66 PH158531 ODDLAUG sound absorbing panel 24.95/15 pack. 004.273.66

ODDLAUG sound absorbing panel can be 
hung from a rail or rod using clips. For a maxi-
mum result 60 pieces are recommended.  
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PH157897 FLOTTEBO sofa-bed 499.- Vissle purple 692.974.71

FLOTTEBO sofa-bed

The versatile FLOTTEBO sofa-bed is now available in purple that 
matches its cool, minimalist design. The sofa-bed is perfect for a 
fluid space where different activities can take place – socialising, 
working and sleeping. When it’s transformed to a comfortable 
bed, all that’s needed is to take out the bedding from the stor-
age space underneath the sofa. 

As extra options, you can add a small side table as a place for 
a drink or snack, while a cable holder underneath the sofa-bed 
can make it easy to keep laptops and gadgets running while 
chilling out. 
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PH157896 FLOTTEBO cover sofa-bed 499.- Vissle purple 692.974.71

The loose cushions of FLOTTEBO sofa-bed 
can be moved freely depending on how you 
want to sit or style the sofa-bed. 
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PH161719 EKOLSUND recliner 299.-  Gunnared light brown-pink 592.971.84

EKOLSUND recliner

With increasingly urban lifestyles, recliners create a space 
for some valuable me-time at home. Our new EKOLSUND 
recliner has three adjustable positions — for sitting and 
reading, reclining and playing games, or even lying flat and 
napping. While sitting, all that’s needed is to press against 
the backrest and the chair reclines while lifting up the built-
in footstool. The mechanism has been tested well over the 
industry standards, enabling a 10-year guarantee on it. 

The assembly of the recliner is easy, with minimal tools 
needed. Another great advantage is that it comes flat-
packed, making it easy to get home through the door. Avail-
able in removable, washable covers in grey or pink-brown, 
it gets a longer life. So recline and relax for many years to 
come!
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PH161720 EKOLSUND recliner 299.-/each Gunnared dark grey 092.971.86  Gunnared light brown-pink 592.971.84

With an in-built footstool, EKOLSUND 
recliner is a place to lean back and relax in 
one of its three positions. 
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PH161718 EKOLSUND recliner 299.- Gunnared light brown-pink 592.971.84

Available in pink-brown or grey, the covers 
of EKOLSUND recliner are removable and 
washable giving it a longer life.
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PH158522 NIKKEBY chest of 4 drawers 69.95 004.514.98

NIKKEBY chest of drawers & 
clothes rack

Add a statement piece to any room with the industrial-styled 
NIKKEBY chest of drawers and clothes rack. Made in perforated 
metal, the chest offers a spacious yet stylish way to store your 
clothes and accessories. The curved metal frame is not only  
aesthetically pleasing, it’s also been designed to maximise 
stability. It’s available in eye-popping red or discreet grey-
green, just like NIKKEBY clothes rack that allows you to show 
off your favourite garments and create your own gallery-styled 
installation. No matter what kind of space you live in, it’s easy 
to get your home clutter-free, whether you store your clothes in 
your bedroom, hallway or studio apartment. 
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PH158524 NIKKEBY chest of 4 drawers 69.95 Red 004.514.98

The perforated metal makes NIKKEBY 
chest of drawers a true statement piece.  
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PH158525 NIKKEBY clothes rack 49.95 Red 804.515.07

PH158527 NIKKEBY clothes rack 49.95 Red 804.515.07

Show off favourite clothes and create a 
gallery-styled installation with NIKKEBY 
clothes rack. 
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PH161887 VONSBÄK rug, low pile. W133×L195cm 49.95/each 304.494.56  W170×L230cm 69.95/each 
604.500.33  W200×L300cm 99.95/each 404.500.29 

VONSBÄK rug

Furnish the floors with a worn-out vintage look using VONSBÄK 
rug. With its toned-down oriental pattern and very low pile, it 
can add character in dining areas as well as the living room or 
bedroom. Made of 100% polypropylene, it’s resistant to marks, 
easy to clean and durable. It comes in three sizes, giving many 
opportunities to roll out some traditional style.
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PH161817 VONSBÄK rug, low pile 69.95 W133×L195cm. 304.494.56 

The worn-out look of VONSBÄK rug gives it 
a homely feeling. 
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PH157849 KLOCKRANKA cushion cover 3.99/each Black/multicolour 804.438.38  STRÄVKLINT cushion cover 3.99/each Dark lilac/bright 
pink 404.438.35

KLOCKRANKA & STRÄVKLINT 
cushion covers 

Cushions are an easy way to refresh the home without spend-
ing a fortune. This month introduces KLOCKRANKA cushion cov-
er with a multi-colour pixel pattern, while STRÄVKLINT cushion 
cover has a bold ombre effect. Both covers feature a fine sateen 
weave that makes them smooth and enhances the print on the 
cover. They’re made from 100% sustainably sourced cotton, a 
natural, renewable material, so you can add flair to a bedroom 
or living room with a good conscience.
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PH157847 KLOCKRANKA cushion cover 3.99 Black/multicolour 804.438.38

Sometimes all that’s needed to refresh the 
living room is adding new cushions. With its 
colourful pixel pattern, KLOCKRANKA cush-
ion cover is sure to do the job. 
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PH157860 KLARASTINA cushion cover 3.99 Black/white 704.438.29  KINNEN cushion cover 3.99 White/black 104.438.32 

KINNEN & KLARASTINA 
cushion covers

Graphic patterns in black and white are a signature style at 
IKEA. They can be found on our new KLARASTINA and KINNEN 
cushion covers that feature geometric designs from polka dots 
to rectangles. Coordinate them with each other or with the sev-
eral new black and white textiles coming this month. Made with 
a fine weave in 100% sustainably sourced cotton, they’re smooth 
to the touch while offering extra comfort.
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PH157861 KINNEN cushion cover 3.99 White/black 104.438.32 

Add expression and comfort with 
KINNEN cushion cover in a black and 
white geometric design. 
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PH157920 SKUGGBRÄCKA quilt cover and pillowcase 14.95 804.390.73

SKUGGBRÄCKA quilt cover 

Bring some classic Scandinavian design to the bedroom with 
SKUGGBRÄCKA quilt cover. The black and white pattern is a 
combination that’s both bold and easy to coordinate with. 
The modern, expressive style is designed by Niina Aalto who 
describes how she began designing something new and 
unpredictable: 

“I started sketching and after a while I found the direction I 
was looking for - a labyrinth-like pattern with a hand-painted, 
‘geometrically imperfect’ feeling. I can envision it in both a 
minimalistic Scandinavian home as well as in a colourful, bold-
patterned home. I love to see my work being a part of people’s 
everyday life.” 
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PH157871 SKUGGBRÄCKA quilt cover and pillowcase 14.95 Quilt cover W140×L200cm. Pillowcase L60×W70cm. White/black 204.390.71

SKUGGBRÄCKA quilt cover lends an 
expressive black and white look to the 
bedroom. 
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PH161722 KARLJAN chair 39.95/each Red/Kabusa red 804.439.04  Dark grey/Kabusa dark grey 503.410.25

KARLJAN chair

Make a statement at home with KARLJAN chair. It combines a 
retro-inspired design with upholstered comfort in the backrest 
and seat. What’s more, it’s easy to assemble with only four 
screws and a few clicks needed. This is a good all-round chair 
for different activities at home as you can sit on it for longer. 
Available in a fun red colour or discreet dark grey, it comes at an 
equally agreeable price tag. 
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PH161721 KARLJAN chair 39.95 Red/Kabusa red 804.439.04 

The upholstered seat and backrest of 
KARLJAN chair give extra comfort, in a 
design that flirts with another decade. 
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PH157846 TALRIKA series. Deep plate 9.99/4 pack. 904.174.81  Mug 7.99/4 pack. 304.174.79  Side plate 7.99/4 pack. 104.174.80

TALRIKA series

There’s nothing like a burst of colour to brighten up the din-
ner table. It’s even better when you know that you’re using a 
sustainable material. That’s why we’re delighted to introduce 
TALRIKA series. Consisting of cups, bowls, side plates and deep 
plates, the dinnerware is perfect for everyday use as it’s made 
of a sustainable and durable material — PLA plastic. This is a 
plant-based, renewable material made from agricultural prod-
ucts. The material makes the pieces light-weight too, while the 
colours in red, green and dark blue add a fresh and modern 
expression to mealtimes. 
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PH157843 TALRIKA mug 7.99/4 pack. 304.174.79

PH157844 TALRIKA series. Deep plate 9.99/4 pack. 904.174.81  Mug 7.99/4 pack. 304.174.79  
Side plate 7.99/4 pack. 104.174.80

TALRIKA series is made of plant-based PLA plastic. It’s a more 
sustainable option than plastic from fossil sources like crude 
oil, and a material that suits products with high demands on 
safety and durability. It also contributes to one important goal 
for IKEA – that all plastic products in the future are based on 
renewable or recycled materials – or both. You can read more 
about PLA plastic on IKEA.com. 
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PE751134 SJÖRAPPORT salmon and cod balls, frozen 5.99 904.520.78

SJÖRAPPORT salmon and cod balls 

We’re expanding our (m)eatball family with SJÖRAPPORT 
salmon and cod balls that bring a fresh flavour of lemon-
grass, seaweed, ginger and chili. They’re a great alternative 
to salmon fillets, as they’re made in a way that wastes no 
fish meat and in line with the IKEA focus on sustainability. 

The balls contain ASC-certified salmon, while wild-caught, 
MSC-certified cod has been added to balance the flavour 
and get the right texture. The filleting of the salmon is done 
partly by hand using teaspoons, a technique used in tradi-
tional Swedish fish restaurants. The technique reduces the 
amount of fish thrown away. Altogether, the balls have a 
carbon footprint that is roughly seven times lower than the 
classic IKEA meatballs. 

Enjoy the delicious balls in the IKEA restaurant or take a 
package home and cook up a delicious fish dish with fresh 
vegetables, knowing you’re contributing to a better planet.
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PH120784

PH120783

SJÖRAPPORT salmon and cod balls contain farmed ASC-
certified salmon from the rugged Norwegian coastline and 
wild-caught, MSC-certified cod. 
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PE722137

SPISIG play kitchen with curtains 
49.95 Fibreboard. W55×D37, 
H98cm. 

904.171.98

PE722837

PELARBOJ LED table lamp 24.95 
Plastic. Designer: Charlie Styrbjörn. 
H29cm. IKEA. Model B1904 Pelarboj. 
This luminaire contains built-in LED 
lamps of the energy classes A++ to A. 
Multicolour. 

204.015.15

PE716622

PIPSTÄKRA quilt cover and 
pillowcase 14.95 100% cotton. Quilt 
cover W140×L200cm. Pillowcase 
L60×W70cm. Multicolour.

604.389.46 

PE716629

PIPSTÄKRA quilt cover and 2 
pillowcases 29.95 100% cotton. 
Quilt cover W240×L220cm. 
Pillowcases L60×W70cm. 
Multicolour.  

704.389.41

PE735409

SLATTUM upholstered bed frame 
129.- Mattress sold separately. Powder 
coated steel and 100% polyester. 
Designer: David Wahl. W164×L206, 
H85cm. Mattress size 160×200cm. Knisa 
light grey.

604.463.76

PE722324 

VITVAL loft bed frame with desk 
top 159.- Mattress and bedlinen are 
sold separately. Powder coated 
steel. W97×L207, H195cm. Mattress 
size 90×200cm. White/light grey. 

104.112.42

PE722299

VITVAL desk top 70.- Powder coated 
steel. W95×D45, H73cm. White. 

404.114.10 

PE724751

SVALLET work lamp 4.99 
Polypropylene plastic. Designer: 
Henrik Preutz. Shade Ø11cm. H35cm. 
IKEA. Model B1902 Svallet. This 
luminaire is compatible with bulbs of 
the energy classes A++ to D. Dark 
grey/white. 

703.584.87

PE722121

VITVAL bunk bed frame 179.- Mattress 
and bedlinen are sold separately. 
Powder coated steel. W97×L207, 
H162cm. Mattress size 90×200cm. 
White/light grey.

804.112.72 

PE740868 

ODDLAUG sound absorbing panel 
24.95/15 pack. 65% polyester, 35% 
polyester. Designer: Siri Skillgate. 
Ø17cm. 1.5cm thick. Grey. 

004.273.66

PE712532

DUKTIG 24-piece pizza set 9.99  
Comprises: 4 pizza slice bases, 4 
arugula leaves, 1 chili, 1 mushroom, 1 
red onion ring, 1 tomato slice, 1 salami 
slice, 1 pineapple ring, 1 fish, 4 tomato 
sauce, 4 cheese slices and 1 pizza 
shovel (26x36 cm). Fabric: 100% 
polyester. Filling: Polyester fibres. 
Multicolour.

104.235.94

PE712538

DUKTIG 6-piece roll set, cinnamon/
bun 7.99 Comprises: 4 buns, 1 bread 
brush and 1 baking tray (18x18 cm). 
Fabric: 100% polyester. Filling: 
Polyester fibres.

804.235.95
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PE729893

FLOTTEBO sofa-bed 499.- Cover: 
100% polyester. Designer: C Halskov/
H Dalsgaard. W200×D120, H79cm. 
Bed size 120×200cm. Vissle purple. 

692.974.71 

PE738505

NIKKEBY chest of 2 drawers 59.95 
Powder coated steel. Designer: L 
Hilland/J Karlsson. W46×D49, H70cm. 
Grey-green.

304.394.57

PE738504

NIKKEBY chest of 4 drawers 69.95 
Powder coated steel. Designer: L 
Hilland/J Karlsson. W84×D49, H70cm. 
Red. 

004.514.98 

PE738503

NIKKEBY chest of 4 drawers 69.95 
Powder coated steel. Designer: L 
Hilland/J Karlsson. W84×D49, H70cm. 
Grey-green. 

304.394.62

PE735760

NIKKEBY clothes rack 44.95 
Powder coated steel. Designer: L 
Hilland/J Karlsson. W45×D40, 
H170cm. Red.

504.515.04

PE735752

NIKKEBY clothes rack 49.95 
Powder coated steel. Designer: L 
Hilland/J Karlsson. W80×D40, 
H170cm. Red.

804.515.07

PE738506

NIKKEBY chest of 2 drawers 59.95 
Powder coated steel. Designer: L 
Hilland/J Karlsson. W46×D49, H70cm. 
Red. 

604.514.95

PE727153

EKOLSUND recliner 299.- Cover: 100% 
polyester. Designer: Anna Palleschitz. 
W85×D94, H97cm. Gunnared dark grey. 

092.971.86 

PE727164

EKOLSUND recliner 299.- Cover: 
100% polyester. Designer: Anna 
Palleschitz. W85×D94, H97cm. 
Gunnared light brown-pink.

592.971.84

PE735759

NIKKEBY clothes rack 44.95 
Powder coated steel. Designer: L 
Hilland/J Karlsson. W45×D40, 
H170cm. Grey-green.

504.476.92 
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PE713750

SKUGGBRÄCKA quilt cover and 
pillowcase 14.95 80% cotton, 20% 
viscose/rayon. Designer: Niina Aalto. 
Quilt cover W140×L200cm. 
Pillowcase L60×W70cm. White/black.

204.390.71

PE713746

SKUGGBRÄCKA quilt cover and 2 
pillowcases 22.95 80% cotton, 20% 
viscose/rayon. Designer: Niina Aalto. 
Quilt cover W200×L200cm. 
Pillowcases L60×W70cm. White/black. 

304.390.61

PE735757

NIKKEBY clothes rack 49.95 
Powder coated steel. Designer: L 
Hilland/J Karlsson. W80×D40, 
H170cm. Grey-green.

104.394.58 

PE731379

VONSBÄK rug, low pile 49.95 100% 
polypropylene. W133×L195cm. Green. 

304.494.56

PE731373

VONSBÄK rug, low pile 69.95 100% 
polypropylene. W170×L230cm. Green.

604.500.33

PE731375

VONSBÄK rug, low pile 99.95 100% 
polypropylene. W200×L300cm. Green. 

404.500.29 

PE720655

STRÄVKLINT cushion cover 3.99 100% 
cotton. L50×W50cm. Dark lilac/bright 
pink.

404.438.35

PE720657

STRÄVKLINT cushion cover 3.99 100% 
cotton. L50×W50cm. Light turquoise-
green/light lilac.

004.472.94

PE720647

KINNEN cushion cover 3.99 100% 
cotton. Designer: N Kapitza/P Kapitza. 
L50×W50cm. White/black.

104.438.32

PE720659

KLOCKRANKA cushion cover 3.99 
100% cotton. L50×W50cm. Black/
multicolour. 

804.438.38
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PE735107

SJÖRAPPORT salmon and cod balls, 
frozen 5.99 500g. 

904.520.78 

PE730182

KARLJAN chair 39.95 Cover: 100% 
polyester. Designer: Francis Cayouette. 
W49×D55, H81cm. Red/Kabusa red.

804.439.04

PE730181

KARLJAN chair 39.95 Cover: 100% 
polyester. Designer: Francis Cayouette. 
W49×D55, H81cm. Dark grey/Kabusa 
dark grey. 

503.410.25 

PE708476

TALRIKA deep plate 9.99/4 pack. 
Polylactic plastic. Designer: Monika 
Mulder. Ø20, H5cm. Light green. 

904.174.81 

PE750465

TALRIKA mug 7.99/4 pack. Polylactic 
plastic. Designer: Monika Mulder. 25cl. 
Light red.

304.174.79

PE708404

TALRIKA side plate 7.99/4 pack. 
Polylactic plastic. Designer: Monika 
Mulder. Ø19cm. Dark blue. 

104.174.80
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Contact details

IKEA Nederland
Email: publicrelations.nl@ikea.com
Phone:  +31 (0)20 564 3888




